Stepping from traditional to integrative medicine: perspectives of Israeli-Arab patients on complementary medicine's role in cancer care.
Limited research is available on the perspectives of patients with cancer regarding integration of complementary medicine (CM) in conventional supportive cancer care. The purpose of this study was to explore patients' perspectives concerning CM integration within conventional oncology settings. A 27-item questionnaire was constructed and administered to a convenient sample of Arab patients receiving cancer care in three oncology centers in northern Israel. Of the 324 respondents (94.7% response rate), 124 of 313 (39.6%) reported the use of CM for cancer-related outcomes. A logistic regression model indicated that CM was used with active chemo- or radiotherapy treatment [EXP [B], 2.926, 95% confidence interval (CI) 1.276-6.708; P=0.011] and a higher degree of spiritual quest (EXP [B], 3.425, 95% CI 1.042-11.253; P=0.043). Herbal medicine was the leading CM modality (87.9% of CM users), which included the use of 28 plants and traditional remedies, of which 17 were used to improve QOL, with 5 of the herbs having potential interactions with chemotherapy. 83.1% of respondents stated that they would consult with a CM provider if CM were to be integrated into the oncology department. Patients' expectation of CM consultation was clearly associated with expectations of QOL improvement, coping with cancer, and alleviating chemotherapy's side-effects when compared with expectations of cancer cure (P<0.0001). The three leading concerns which patients expected to be improved by integrative CM treatment were gastrointestinal symptoms (63.2%), fatigue (51.9%), and pain (40.5%). Integrative CM consultations should focus on the improvement of QOL concomitant with safety concerns regarding potential drug-herb interactions. The need to integrate a nonjudgmental yet evidence-based CM consultation service may also be applicable to oncology institutions challenged with culturally diverse populations with a high prevalence of traditional medicine use.